She is happy when you smile.
She weeps when you cry.
She stands by your side.
Teaches you, what is right.
Now is the time, tell her “I love you Mom”.
With a sweet cup of tea that will last long.
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Figure 1 First Frame
Figure 2, Second Frame

She is happy when you smile.
She weeps when you cry.
She stands by your side.
Teaches you what is right.
Now is the time, tell her "I love you Mom".
With a sweet cup of tea, that will last long.
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Figure 3, Third Frame

Building Relationships

Figure 4, the Fourth Frame
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Figure 5 Logo: Wagh Bakri Chai
Fifth Frame

Figure 6 Pashupati Seal

Figure 7 A Traditional deity of Goddess Durga from
http://www.clayimage.co.uk/history.html
Awaken your spirituality.

Yaksatguna

Mahadeva

Om Namo Durgaya

Omkara

Purushottama

Ravi Anshuman

Samba Shiva

Shrinathji

Shri Ganeshaya Namaha

Balaji

Madanmohanji

Svayambhu
Sarvadevapriya Rudraksha

from

INTER GOLD
THE DIAMOND DESTINATION

A collection of spiritual jewellery from Inter Gold

The 21 Rudrakshas pendants, studded with diamonds and precious stones come with a path (booklet) explaining its spiritual significance.

Inter Gold, India’s largest diamond jewellery company, is part of the Kalyan Group - the world’s largest diamond manufacturing company.

[The frame and heading inserted by me]
May the lotus, the seat of all gods and goddesses, bestow you with prosperity and spiritual enlightenment.
No 7 [Coca Cola AV ad – Star Plus 2003] In Coke Advert

Smriti Irani as Tulsi
Aquasafe Water Purifier Advertisement
Now in a Triple Role.

Presenting the 3-in-1 Kitchen Environment Processor.

Pest Repellent
Air Purifier (Ionizer)
Electric Chimney

ULTRAFRESH
SINGAPORE

Presenting words first and only Ultrafresh Kitchen Environment Processor from Ultrafresh Kitchen Appliances which not only provides you the safety but also gives you various added features to take care of the SHE factor, that is, Safety, Health & Environment. Also available Venthous, Hoses, Built-in Ovens and Cooking Ranges. All precision engineered & ISO 9001:2000 certified, because your safety is paramount. Add to it, its ergonomic design so you have a safe and beautiful world lined up for you.

Ultrafresh Technology & Appliances India (P) Ltd., 23-34, 2nd Fl., B Block, Nangloi, New Delhi-27, Ph: 2577822, Fax: 2577824, E-mail: info@ultrafreshindia.com, Website: www.ultrafreshindia.com

This product is available only through direct sales so please call any of the numbers given below for a free demonstration at your doorstep:

KOLKATA: Email: 25144452/ 6744, 9800820512, 9830581711 • Dewshastri 25249511, 25253161, 25249511/12, 25249511 • South: 35352561, 25231361, 25231361 • Howrah: 25231361, 25249511, 25249511 • Ghoraghat: 25249511, 25251827, 25249511 • Nadia: 25249511, 25249511, 25249511 • Malda: 25249511, 25249511 • Murshidabad: 25249511, 25249511

ASSAM: (Guwahati) 25249511, 25249511 • Sibsagar: 25249511

BANGLADESH: Chittagong 25249511, 25249511 • Mymensing: 25249511
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The dialogue between the husband and wife

Husband

“I don’t care about the price. It’s not a big thing.” [Translation mine]

Wife

“My husband is really wise. He bought a Prestige Popular Pressure Cooker for me. It’s wide circumference makes it easier to cook.

Husband

“Of course! Even after coming back to home from office, who wants to see his wife struggling in the kitchen? Moreover, it has a uniquely think base! It is much stronger and durable too!”

Wife

“Three unique security aspects - unique Gasket Release System (GRS) gives me safety. And everything against a moderate price.

Husband

“I may get another Cooker, but will I get another wife I like? Tell me, should anyone bother about price when one thinks of true love?”

Caption

“After all, this is how an intelligent person thinks!”
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No 16 [Desh' Frontline 2002]

Self confidence. The true measure of a great suit.

Presenting the new Raymond ‘Applause’ range of fabrics for suits, jackets and trousers. A wool-rich Merino blend that is soft, luxurious and easy to maintain. Who says you need to shout to be heard?
The best statements are often made softly.

Presenting the new Raymond 'Applause' range of fabrics for suits, jackets and trousers. A wool-rich Merino blend that is soft, luxurious and easy to maintain. Who says you need to shout to be heard?

The Complete Man

Available at 'The Raymond Shop' and leading textile retailers.
The best statements are often made softly.

Presenting the new Raymond 'Applause' range of fabrics for suits, jackets and trousers.
A wool-rich Merino blend that is soft, luxurious and easy to maintain.
Who says you need to shout to be heard?
Who says that consensus can't be commanded?

31 May 1642, a Dutch explorer
Abel Tasman discovered a small
island south of Australia.
This beautiful island, with its
salubrious climate, lush valleys,
and clear waters came to be
known as Tasmania.
In the early 1800s, two
English Colonists, MacArthur
and Cox, brought in the Saxon
Merino sheep from the mainland
and the rest is history. Today, the
Saxon Merino are world
renowned for their fine wool and
the soft wool produced from it.
It is from this wool that
Raymond has woven a fabric
of such fineness that it takes
almost 64 km of yarn to make
just one suit.
A fabric fineness so superior
and so lightweight that it takes
a man of discerning taste to
enjoy it.

The Complete Man
RAYMOND
SINCE 1929
Presence should be felt. Not announced.
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No 23 [Bajaj Avenger Bike Advertisement]
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